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A retrospective study is carried out to analyze the incidence and mortality

trends of some malignant neoplasms in regions at relatively high radioecological risk

near former uranium sites (Buhovo, Dolni Bogrov, Gorni Bogrov).

Information sources are official medical statistics data, original records and

database of the Oncological Dispensery in Sofia.

A package of statistical programs SPSS, version 7.5, is used for the statistical

analysis.

The analysis didn't confirm the increase of incidence / mortality rate trends of

radiation-related diseases in these regions in comparison with the same indices for the

country within that period.
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Development of uranium industry leads to technogenic increase of natural

radiation background /Vassilev G., 1994/. The great amount of environmental natural

radionuclides increases the radioecological risk for the population, the expected doses

being realized over a long period of time. After closure of uranium mining in

Bulgaria, the problem of risk assessment of population living around former uranium

sites comes to the fore. According to individual annual effective doses the regions are

classified into 4 groups: group I - regions with low radiation risk (up to 1 mSv/a),

group II - regions with average radiation risk (up to 5 mSv/a), group III - regions

with relatively high radiation risk (over 5 mSv/a), and group IV - regions with highest

radiation risk (over 10 mSv/a) /Vassilev G., 1996/. This exposure is within low dose

range where only stochastic effects can be expected (excess cases of cancer and

leukaemia).

AIM:

To study the levels, characteristics and trends of incidence/mortality of

malignant neoplasms in the regions with relatively high radiation risk.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

A retrospective analysis has been carried out of cancer incidence/mortality in

residential areas from group III (Buhovo, Gorni Bogrov and Dolni Bogrov - regions

with relatively high radiation risk) for localizations, in which ionizing radiation is an

established risk factor: gastro-intestinal tract cancer (GIT) according to the

International Classification of Diseases, Revision 9 /code, 140-149, 151, 153, 154/;

bronchus and lung cancer (BLC) /code, 162/; breast cancer (BC) /code, 174/; thyroid

cancer (TC) /code, 193/; myeloid leukaemia (ML) /code, 205/, and all localizations



totally (ALT) /code 140-208/. The data for the three regions around former uranium

mines are combined because of the small number of population and the sporadic cases

of diseases/deaths due to the examined morbid entities.

These data are compared to the ones for the whole country as well as to the

ones for the village of German, Sofia district, which population is close to structure

and level of medical service to the examined regions and is situated in an ecologically

clean region.

A source of information are data of official medical statistics: Central

Statistics Institute, National Cancer Register (data on incidence rate in Bulgaria

published in "Oncologia" Magazine supplement), original medical papers of health

services (GPs) and death certificates taken from the municipalities of the respective

villages (National Cancer Register, 1997-2000).

Calculated is the standardized (world standard) incidence/mortality per 1000

for the period 1995-1999 for the population of Buhovo, Dolni Bogrov, Gorni Bogrov,

Bulgaria and German. Based on published data for Bulgaria, the standardized

incidence rate is calculated only for the period 1995-1997 and the comparison is made

for these three years, respectively. The statistical significance of differences for the

whole period is determined using Student-Fisher t-criteria. Accepted as statistically

significant are differences at p<0.05.

RESULTS:

The analysis of cancer incidence/mortality in Buhovo, Gorni Bogrov and

Dolni Bogrov covers all malignant neoplasms, attention being paid to localizations, in

which there is a high probability relation between radiation and oncological

pathology. /BEIR VI, 1999/.

Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 present the standardized per 1000 (world standard) cancer

incidence, and Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 - the standardized per 1000 (world standard) cancer

mortality for the period 1995-1999 in the regions of Buhovo, Gorni Bogrov, Dolni

Bogrov, German and Bulgaria. A comparative analysis has been made, showing that

in the control site of German the incidence of GIT cancer /140-149,151,153,154/ of

BLC /162/, as well as of ALT /140-208/ is statistically lower /t=3.63; t=34.16;

t=3.84/, and BC /174/ is not statistically different than that in Bulgaria /t=0.62/. The



mortality picture is similar. In German mortality is statistically lower than that of ALT

/140-208/, GIT cancer /140-149, 151, 153, 154/ and BLC /162/ /t=2.29; t=3.98;

t=20.29/, and in BC mortality /174/ no statistical difference compared to Bulgaria

/t=0.704/ has been observed.

The tracing of incidence rates within five years period in the examined regions

compared to the control site German shows a statistically significant increase in GIT

cancer incidence /140-149, 151, 153, 154/ /t=4.36/. The incidence of BLC /162/,

BC/174/ and TAL /140-208/ in the group of examined regions does not differ

statistically than the one of the control site /t=1.36; t=0.62; t=0.32/. Compared to

Bulgaria, incidence of TAL /140-208/ and BLC /162/ in the examined regions is

statistically lower /t=6.57; t=4.25/, while incidences of GIT cancer /140-149, 151,

153, 154/ and BC /174/ does not differ /t=1.52; t=0.62/.

Analysis of cancer mortality shows a statistically significant increase of ALT

/140-208/ and BLC /162/ in the examined regions compared to that of German

/t=2.76; t=6.29/. The variations in standardized GIT cancer mortality /140-149, 151,

153, 154/ in the regions around uranium sites is on the verge of statistical significance

/t=1.61/. BC mortality /174/ in Buhovo, Gorni Bogrov and Dolni Bogrov does not

differ statistically than the one in German /t=0.028/.

In comparison with data for the whole country, mortality of BC /174/, GIT

cancer /140-149, 151, 153, 154/ and ALT /140-208/ in the regions around former

uranium sites does not show any statistically significant difference /t=0.86; t=0.09;

t=0.42/. However, BLC mortality /162/ in these regions is statistically higher than the

one for Bulgaria /t=2.97/.

In the carried out analysis of cancer incidence/mortality the greater number of

diseases/deaths in the regions around former uranium sites is concentrated mainly in

the last two age groups (65-69 and over 70 years).

It is worth noting the relatively large number (according to health services

data) of skin cancer cases /173/ in Gorni Bogrov - 8 persons (from 42 to 68 years of

age) for the last 20 years at average population number for 1995: 1200 persons. That

could be related to surface contamination of skin due to field work in the open, which

was a regular activity for the people living there /BEIRVI,1999/. The studies of G.

Vassilev /Vassilev G., 1996/ show contamination with technogenic radionuclides of

the cultivable lands around the village.

Studies of cancer incidence in these regions have been made ever since 1956



by Prof. M. Dimitrov, who traces the distribution of malignant neoplasms in Sofia

district for the period 1949-1956 /Dimitrov M., 1956/. The author finds "high cancer

incidence" in Buhovo (240.0 per 100 000) with a stress on BLC and skin cancer, and

in Dolni Bogrov - on the cancer of the stomach (80.0 per 100 000).

Our former studies using data of health services show injuries of children

under school age. In Buhovo is observed statistically lower incidence of malignant

neoplasms (class II), congenital anomalies (class III) and blood diseases (class IV),

while in Gorni Bogrov and Dolni Bogrov - statistically higher incidence of malignant

neoplasms (class II) /t=7.8; t=2.8/ compared to the control site /Yagova A., 1993;

KushevaR., 1993; ChobanovaN., 1994/.

The relation between radiation and nonradiation factors concerning

population health is obvious. It is well known that they can provoke pathological

changes or facilitate their progression. Thus, malignant neoplasms though generally

distributed, show certain dependence on external influences, habits, life and work

conditions. However, because of the short period of tracing in our study and the small

number of cases, no definite conclusions can be drawn.
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*For Bulgaria the incidence is calculated for the following years: 1995, 1996, 1997.
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